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ABSTRACT
The treatment of black Americans in a sample of

social studies filmstrips designed for use in grades four through six
was appraised. The purpose was to learn whether these filmstrips
fostered the concept of a pluralistic society, in which races are
seen as equal and in which blacks and integrated groups have an
important part. Forty film strips were analyzed by a three-member
panel, using a measurement instrument derived from the Detroit public
school evaluation criteria to gauge minority treatment. Results
showed that there was a significant relationship between filmstrips
which foster pluralism and the number and percentage of black
American characters illustrated in the filmstrips. Filmstrips were
most likely to be acceptable which showed blacks throughout the
strips and also which depicted occupations of varying social status.
As only six of the 40 filmstrips viewed were deemed acceptable, the
author concludes that many more unprejudiced filmstrips are needed.
(Author/OK)
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All youngt ec s, .includ i nq hi ck and other minorities,

need to be imbued with a healthy self-concept, a feeling

of personal value and self acceptance in order to become

responsible and contributing members Amer.can society.

Also, they must learn to.respect and understand all members

of our society . In tru-tional materials can provide a

model in developing healthy concepts of self and others.

The difficulty in doi g this was noted by Miller (1970) :

Enlightened educators recognize that our educa-
tional system has failed in a most fundamental way to
provide a relevant education for black and other
ethnic groups. Pew understand, however, the basic
disagreement on educational issue:3 that revolves
around the differences in what is important and
critical for black, Puerto Rican, Mexican, Indian,
Oriental and various other ethnic groups. .

In order to consider relevant curriculum materials
for multi-ethnic learners in a technological age the
topic must be viewed from the perspective of those
ethnic groups involved.

Johnson (l971) pointed out that a long standing prac-

tice in the recording of American history has been the

treatment of the American Negro as the invisible man.

Early in the twentieth century black historians and civil

rights groups were interested in the treatment of blacks in
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and Whito were concerned only wth t,-y.thookrl, ne,glecLing

the trez'tment of blL.c.ks in other teaching mrials 1)c)rtant

to the educative process.

It was not until tbe midle of the century that addi-

tional progress was made in this particula_ are. Tho 15A

Brown vs. Poard of Education Supreme Court decision w s

aimed at overriding "separate but equal" American public

schools. In addition, this decision generated an enormous

impetus to reevaluate the perceptions of black Americans

and their role in the society, which in turn has produced

new formulations of educational goals in American seciety.

As a result of the concern for minority group children,

educatoP:s have become interested in the tzeatment of blacks,

who are America's largest racial minority, in irstructional

materials.

ManY institutions and individuals havo been forcc46.1 to

reexamine their preconceptions of minority groups as a

result of black militancy and civil rights legislation call-

ing for the just treatment of black people in American
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describe the caption in a fraine of the filmstrip by pre-

senting accurate concepts and al tiils in close

proxkmity to the caption or an accompanying recording.

An illustration may also function as an interpre-

the caption by adding details, concepts and moods, wl-lich

were not described in the caption or

Illustrations in filmstrips may

recording .

contribute to the

cultural and social development of youngsters. Hurlock

(1964) pointed out that what children see in pictures

contributes to their developalent of both concrete and

abstract concepts.

An exemination of the kinds of contributions film-

strips are making to contemporary educati*n in their pro-

jection of black Americans is worthWhile because of this

medium's importance in the educative process. The positive

treatment of black characters in filmstrips may assist

youngsters in continuing to formulate answers to questions

about race and further develop human awareness.
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Van0.erMeer 1950) highlighted the importanee of

excellence in filmstl pictorial contr t in his study of

the sontribu..iOns of verbal and pi torial e. -lents of film-

strips. Ile stated thatf.

When a filmstrip pictorial element is deficient
in detail, definition, or clarity, it fails to con-
tribute to the student's knowledge and may actually
inhibit learning.

Dale (1969) in commenting on what instructional

materials can do, said:

Filmstrips can be extremely affective for develop-
ing heightened attention and for encouraging student
and teacher participation in the learning process.

To acknowledge the potential of visual materials for

making a positive contribution to intergroup attitudes is
4

also to acknowledge its equally potent capacity for affect-

ing these images negat-Avely. The American culture's nest

record of ineptitude and bias in dealing with minority

group images makes it crucially important to determine what

kinds of images social studies filmstrips are projecting

(Banks, 1969).

Social studies is concerned with a study of what man,

in various ways and under a variety of influences, has
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in .7\mc.2.7 ,!an 1ie and cl)Titue, (711-mbr3 (.1969) buttresse

this tion ry poiniriç out that blae students respond

with cirE.,at intc-st t, educational pnce when inIorma-

tion on t:heJ'r piAsts, as well as new archaeological and

historical material regarding ancient African cultures,

s included in inst -uctional materials. She found also

that white students are startled to new cultural awareness

by exposure to the materials about or including black

Americans. The student who lives in affluent suburbia,

who ',wows nothing except what he may hear or read about

the problems that face minority-group children and children

of poverty, will be changed and challenged by such exposure

(Miel and Kiester, 1967). Grambs (1968) elucidated that

the change will result in more acceptance of different

persons and mre acceptance of one's own difference from

others. Thus, :this kind of experience tends to produce a

bicultural persn, who is capable of functioning both in a

sub-culture and in the mainstream (Baratz and Baratz, 1970).

Filmstrips have the potential of providing each new gener-

ation with sound information about society and of fostering
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It is tl.Ac., purp-se of this stui'ly app-raisc t171 treat-

mont of hla 7Aucricans in a selected sample of soci;'Al

studtiea filmstxips desiqned for use in grades four through

six in a public school system having a multi-racial composi-

tion. To appraise the treatment of black Americ-Ins in film-

strips available to children in a pluralistic society, the

following questions established the framework of th_ study

Do the filmstrips reflect the producer's sensitivity
to stereotypes by the way the material is presented?

Dp the filmstrips sugcest that one racial segment of
the population has :a monopoly on worth, capabilities,
or-importance?

Are black children fairly and equally presented?

Are black adults fairly and equally presented?

Are black children given positions of leadership?

Are black adults given positions of leadership if adults
appear in the filmstrip? (male and female)

Are there instances of integrated groups and settings
to indicate the equal status of members?

Are nonsegregated social relationships indicated by
integrated groups and settings?

Is the identification of blacks hindered by smudging
color over Caucasian facial features?
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instructional materi (Conte and Grimed 1969), The

Detroit sc7c1c,ols, other city Elloc)1. c=.1 (lots,

developed. and adopted guidelines for pot:.,ntil user an&

producers of cur i_ulum materials. Thc73e guidelines are

based on a sensitivity to the treatment of minority groups

in instructional materials This stuçlv is based on ques-

tions adapted from the broad gu.idelines to he sPecific f

filmstrips_ It is viewed from the perspecti-/e that the

treatment of bl-ck Americans in filmstrips makes a differ-

ence in an individual's view of himself and other

mere representation of blacks in filmstrips does not guaran-

tee that the c-ncept of a pluralistic society will be

fostered. The tenets which underlie the study are

; the

1. Elementary school children should be provided
opportunities to-view materials aimed at fostering
the ideals of a pluralistic society and to gain
.knowledge about racial awareness.

2. Filmstrips have an influence on racial attitudes,
values and concepts.

The school has a responsibility to develop posi-
tive intergroup relations and healthy racial
attitudes.

Filmstrips portraying the interaction of blacks
and other minorities with whites contribute to all
dhildrens' self actUalization as well as to their
understanding and acceptance of racial differences.
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During tIte decades of 1950 960, educators increas-

ingly emphasi2,ed the inclusion of black Ajuericns and the

bla-k experience in tezching matci ials, They expressed con-

cern for the quality of educational media materils either

to as ist in establishing identity or to awaken the concept

of America a pluralistic society .

Materials can be structured to foster positive intei-

group attitu es (74olden, 1964) As Stendler (1953) points

out:

. children acquire attitudes toward each
other and toward groups of people in every phase of
the school program, whether we intend that they should
or not. Our job is to make sure that these are de-
sirable attitudes and that we take advantage of every
opportunity to nurture them.

Instructional materials aim not only to enhance the

educative process, but also to transmit human awareness.

Recently, professional and commercial groups, large city

school systems, and non-profit educational corporations

are attempting to include black Americans and other minority

groups in appropriate and effective materials for use in

the elementary sch ols.
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Yarrow (1952 ) point oatz

nd

Th, chilcP s con cep'L:; of race inc:!lude not only
the appearance of people of di-Eifeut racial groups
but their occupations, their clothings, their living
quarters and their personalities and abilities.
These concepts become increasingly linked with racial
concepts as children grow older.

Research indicates that curriculum materials can affect

children's racial attitudes in a variety of ways. Caucasian

childrensi att tudes toward blacks as worthy and acceptable

members of American society may be affected by the nature

of the presence or absence of blacks in instru tional

materials. Litcher and Johnson (1969) indicated in a recent

study that the use of pictures illustrating children of dif-

ferent races together was effective in creating favorable

attitudes in white children toward blacks. The children who

were exposed to blacks in readers showed a reduction in the

degree of preference for whites and the degree of social

distance.

',esker (1929) pointed out that when pictures reinforce

erroneous concepts of racial characteristics, the pictures

are materially adding to racial mis-education. He further

stated:.

The picture fastens into the mind of the child
more definite impressions than the text, impressions
that last long after the text has been forgotten.

10
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Scsie studies have been done on the treatment of bla

and other minorities in social studios to:-ctbooks, while

other articles have focused on the treatment of minority

groups in teaching materials (Golden, 1964; Banks, 1969;

Klineberg, 1963; Durham, 1965; Larric), 1965; Harris, 1969).

.But evidence was not located of a study dealing exclusively

with social studies filmstrips used in the elementary schools.

Especially in elementary grades four through six, filmstrips

are the most widely used non-print medium in the public

schools, and such a study seems important (Report on the

Commission on Instructional_TgghL1212gy_LTg_kaprove

.1970; Godfrey, 1967). Information is still needed about the

treatment of blacks in instructional materials. The present

study can help alleviate this need.

Deliminations

The limitations of the study are recogni ed to be the

following:

ii
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.Two factors. concerning blae4 emerican have become

increasingly clear to many educators in recent years. One

is that the contributions of bl- 1, helping build America

have i,rgely been ignored in instructional materials. The

other is that'because of this di regard, concern has been

expressed f-r the quality of educational media which would

assist in establishing identity and a aken the concept of

America as a pluralistic society (Filter, 1971).

The purpose of this study was to appraise the treatment

of black Americans in a sample of social studies f:Jmstrips

designed for use in grades four through six in a.public

school sy tem having a multiracial student body. To appraise

the treatment of black Americans in filmstrips available to

children in a pluralistic society, the following questions

established the framework of the study.

-Do the filmstrips reflect the producer's sensitivity
to stereotypes by the way the material is presented?

Do the filmstr ps suggest that one racial segment of
the population has a monopoly on worth, capabilities
or importance?

12
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Are 71D17,,,-k adIlltr4 g=',.ven po ition of lcac7:,n.::1

adu1 tE-.1 nr.1-oea1 in the fiimstri (male or :Ccmnie)

Are there instzmces'of fully integrated .groups and
set ings to indicate the equal status of all members.?

Are n nsegregated social relationships indicat-d by
fully integrated groups and settings?

Is the identification of blacks hindered by smudging
color over Caucasian facial features?

Are the illustrations deEigned to produc
images of racial groups regardless of their simi-
larities and differences?

Do the illustrations convey the uniqueness and worth
of black Americans?

The filmstrips included in the investigation were

from a population with the following characteristics:

1. Filmstrips that could be used in the upper
elementary social studies curriculum.

2. Filmstrips that included at least one black
American.

A random sample of forty (40) filmstrips was selected

from the population. Twenty (20) were selected frail the

central office and the remaining twenty (20) were selected

from ten (10) randomly selected elementary schools.

The instrument used in the study was adapt d from the

Detroit Public Schools Evaluative Criteria of Instructional

Materials: Minority Treatment. The instrument, Evaluation

Criteria, was adapted from the general guidelines to be

13
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In inves ioa the treatment of black Amcricaus in

tl sample filmstrips Pearson product-moment correlations

between the acceptabilita rating of the filmstrip5 and

selected items on the Fil strip Classific_tlon Sheet were

calculated. The items were

1. The chronolog cal po ition of frames depicting
blacks.

2. The occupational us of blacks.

3. The way blacks are portrayed in relation to other
characters in the filmstrips (alone, with other
blacks or with whites).

To determine if a difference existed between the film-

strips in the central office and in the schools on the

thirteen items on the Evaluation Criteria Sheet the chi-

square test was employed. The items were:

Gives evidence on part of producers of the filmstrip
of a sensitivity to stereotypes and the use of
offensive material.

Suggests overtly or by implication that no racial
segment of our population has a monopoly on worth,
capabilities or importance.

Provides fair and-well-balanced pictures of black
children.

Provides fair and well-balanced pictures of black
adults.

Presents black male adults in positions of leader-
ship.

14
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Illustrates positive images of black and white
Americans.

Emphasizes the uniqueness and worth of black Americans.

Conclusions

The appraisal of the selecttd filmstrips lead to the

following conclusions regarding the population studied:

Most of the filmstrips do not reflect producers'
sensitivity to stereotypes in presenting illus-
trations of black Americans.

2. While the actual number of filmstrips fostering
the concept of pluralism was greater between
1960-1969 than in the past, the percentage of
filmstrips not fostering pluralism was much
higher within this decade also.

Illustrations conveying the uniqueness and worth
of black Americans are rarely seen.

4- Because the majority of the filmstrips portray
only one race (Caucasian), viewers are likely
to infer that other races are less capable or
less important.

5. There are limited illustrations designed to
produce positive images of black Americans in
the filmstrips.

15
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frcs with black Americans in central uF: well
an 1-Yer-lpheral charactcr roles,

8. hc.n blac arc-_ in only manual
and service tvpo oceopstions the'filmstrfkps are
not rated as effective in fostering the concept
of pluralism.

There is a positive correlation between the
number of frames with black Americans in filmstrips
and the acceptability rating.

_10. The scx of the character in the filmstrip does n t
affect acceptability,

11. Filmstrips are not rated as effective in fostering
the concept of pluralism when black Americans are
continuously illustrated alone or with other blacks
in the filmstrips.

12. Family unit situations with the adult black male
are rarely illustrated.

13. Filmstrips produced after 1950 more often portray
black Americans in less subservient roles than
earlier filmstrips.

14. Black American children or adults are rarely
presented in leadership positions.

15. Black American children or adults are rarely
presented in roles similar to those portrayed
by Caucasians in the filmstrips.

16. The identification of black Americans is not hindered
by Caucasian facial features smudged by color.

,17. Illustrations of fully integrated groups in soci 1
relationships are rarely shown.

Implications

The study and the conclusions drawn from it suggest

many possibilities for further study. As emphasis on

16
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fitri---native Americans, Ricxic!an-leric!ans,
-uerto AppFauchians, and pcople living in
fural ares? It would seem won si1\lhile to study
the ffigree of pluralism which exists in relation
to 1-1hs facet of American society. Such a study
is different from the pi7esent bandwagon approach
to producing mater jaILs exclusively devoted t.o one
racial or ethnic segment of the American iopula-
tion,

2 Additional evaluative criteria relating to
minority treatment for specific instructional
materials could be developed (e.g., 16mm films,
multimedia packages). These criteria would
serve guidelines for producers and users.

3. A further study which would revise the criteria
used in this study to be less specific, yet
applicable to filmstrips, would be helpful in
creating another alternative to evaluate the
medium. To expedite evaluation of filmstrips,
educators could view those illustrating people
from the following stance:

Do the filmstrips--

1. Illustrate black Americans throughout
the filmstrips?

_

2. Give black Americans central as well as
peripheral roles?

Show black Americans in multiple occupa-
tional roles?

4. Illustrate non-physical and physical
interaction?

5. Present black Americans in frames with
.whites?
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themselves, You people need to use inst tional materi-

al Jhe're the-, TiCW adu.ts and rbilaron working togotlx

harmoniously- In order to accomplish this, the following

recommend-tions are made:

1. Social Studies filmstrips should be evaluated
and selected for public schools on the basis of
evaluative criteria aimed at fostering the
concept of pluralism as well as other gualiti--
of content.

2. Filmstrips which are blatantly racist should be
discarded.

3. It is the responsibility of the school to present
and make available to students social studies
materials which promote democracy in action and
deed.

4. A greater number of black Americans and othen
minorities should be included throughout the
filmstrips in realistic situations as is present-
ly viewed with Caucasians.

5. _Physical interaction should be included in film-
strips among dissimilar racial and ethnic groups.

6. Black Americans and other minorities should be
illustrated in more central character role
positions in filmstrips.

7. There is a need for filmstrips to illustrate
minorities in family situations where applicable.

8. Black Americans and other minorities should be
shown in all types of occupations'.

9 A greater number of black Americans and other
minorities should be shown in physical diversity
which is representative of each racial or ethnic
group (e.g., body builds, skin hues, hair color-
ing and texture
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applicable a11 e,.cts of the American porfAlation co. id

be included nLturally. Current social studies materlF;

need to reflect the turmoil and harmony in our society ana

pose realistic and potentially productive problem-solving

activities.


